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really feel at home with history, classics, nor, later, with the physical sciences, although they were, he said, the best. In the physical sciences, however, he felt that so much seemed to be known already that it just boiled down to reading a textbook. Also, he had already developed an interest in social 'real-world' problems. The question of which career to pursue was cut short, apparently with some relief, by the imminence of military service.
RAF SERVICE
There was no question, however, about which military branch. He had long been fascinated by flying, and was determined to try to get into the RAF as a pilot. The procedure for medical examination and so on was so slow that he read the whole of War and Peace during the periods he was waiting. In 1944 he went into the service, and he was sent to Cambridge for a short engineering course and ground school, and later that year went into the RAF proper. In 1945 he found himself on the Acquitania sailing for New York to learn to fly in the USA.
His RAF experience had a number of important major spin-offs. The first was that he became aware of practical problems of equipment design in relation to human usage, a domain that is now called ergonomics. He recounted how in the AT6 which he was flying there were two identical levers close together under the seat, one of which pulled up the flaps and the other pulled up the wheels. 'With monotonous regularity one or another of my col leagues would pull the wrong lever, drop an expensive airplane onto its belly in the middle of the field.' He also noted the difficulty of reading the instruments, so that on one occasion he thought he was at 2000 feet when actually the meter read 2000 rpm. Later, when he was flying in the reserves, he was entertained by a colleague's observation that it was impossible to turn off the fuel cock for an emergency landing without undoing one's straps and thereby risking a broken skull. Instrument design did matter! A second spin-off was that his flying training was in America, where he met students and discovered that psychology was a respectable subject and quite widely studied; in Britain it was still a specialist minority subject, largely unknown to university aspirants, and treated with some suspicion by the academic establishment. In Oxford, indeed, one important bequest (1897, for the Wilde Readership in Mental Philosophy, one of the earliest posts in Britain that can be said to have had a direct bearing on psychology) had actually forbidden its holder to indulge in experimental psychology, and Dr Wilde tried (unsuccessfully) to get its second holder, William McDougall, fired for carrying out experiments.
A further point had greatly impressed Broadbent on his entry into the RAF, namely the personnel selection battery. The process had a concrete and practical quality that his tradi tional studies had never touched. Later, when he returned to Britain after VJ-Day and had a ground job before demobbing, he told with a note of triumph how he was able to respond to a request for advice about five airmen who were unable to read or write: were they just stupid (and, therefore, to be discharged) or was their disability due to disruption of their schooling by war and poverty? He administered the 'progressive matrices test', a non-verbal test of rea soning ability, and found that their scores were normal; indeed, one was far above normal.
C a m bridge U niv ersity student On returning to Cambridge after his discharge from the RAF, to the surprise and suspicion of the admission committee at Pembroke College, he announced his determination to study psychology. Apparently, considerable persuasion was required -the College urged him to study chemistry -but Pembroke relented and from 1947 to 1949 Broadbent studied experi mental psychology in Sir Frederick Bartlett's department. Bartlett had himself been actively involved in war-time research on human performance under various demanding conditions, and that was a general context into which Broadbent fitted easily. A major influence in the department had been launched by the brilliant and original work of Kenneth Craik, who had been attracted to the novel field of 'cybernetic' control systems under the broad umbrella of an 'engineering' approach to psychology. Craik died just before Broadbent arrived in the department, but the intellectual impetus was clearly established, and Craik had bequeathed various manuscripts outlining his ideas of applying control systems analysis to human per formance.
The department had an air of excitement because of these new developments, but not much else. Books were in short supply -there was only one copy of the standard text-book, W oodworth's Experimental P s y c h o l o g y , for which students queued in turn nightly ration. Donald himself was able to write to a student he had befriended in America for a copy of Hilgard and M arguis's Conditioning and Learning, another classic, thereby enhancing his standing with his fellow students. Transmission of knowledge was largely by personal interaction, lectures and by tutorials -in which Alan Welford, G.C. Grindley, J.T. MacCurdy, H. Thouless, D. Russell-Davis, and, above all, Bartlett himself, played vital roles. Bartlett, probably because of his practical war-time efforts, instilled a philosophy that psy chological principles should derive from real-life situations whenever possible, and that data should determine theory rather than theory being used to search for particular data. Thirty years later Broadbent still found this approach 'sound and vital.' R e s e a r c h a p p o in t m e n t , A p p l ie d P s y c h o l o g y U n it (APU) There was, on graduation in 1949, despite having achieved a first-class honours degree, still the question of a job. He had intended to look for one in industry, but he wanted to get married and he was tempted by the immediate availability of a post in the Royal Navy studying effects of noise on performance. This was a continuation of research started during the War. Originally, it was intended that the work should be carried out in a naval laboratory, but it was thought it would cause more disturbance to naval personnel within earshot of very loud noises than to researchers in Cambridge, and so it was arranged to be administered through the Medical Research Council (MRC) Applied Psychology Unit in Cambridge, which was still based at that time in University's Psychological Laboratory, where Bartlett held the Chair. And so Broadbent stayed in Cambridge as a member of the Applied Psychology Unit. He was not to move for 25 years, during which time he developed his highly influential approach.
In 1949 he married Margaret Wright, a local girl from the Welsh town of Mould, whom Donald had met when he lived there. They had two daughters, one of whom survives him. The marriage was dissolved in 1972.
The MRC Applied Psychology Unit was established in 1944, housed in the Department of Experimental Psychology in the Downing Place site in Cambridge. It was charged with giving advice to various government and military departments, and it incorporated a variety of persons whom Bartlett had brought together for war-time requirements. Kenneth Craik was the first Director. When he was killed, Bartlett himself took over the Directorship until his retirement from the Chair in 1952, whereupon his assistant, Norman Mackworth, was ele vated to Director. Bartlett's successor in the University Chair of Psychology, Oliver Zangwill, was anxious to reclaim the substantial space occupied by the APU in the depart ment for the recovery of the academic subject of experimental psychology itself, and espe cially to allow the introduction of new biological aspects. Not without some acrimony, the APU moved to 15 Chaucer Road, where it has remained ever since. Among other practical efforts, Mackworth had set up various procedures for measuring the decline in performance with time in repetitive monitoring tasks, such as radar monitoring, the so-called 'vigilance' situation. Broadbent took up work on the effects of noise on perfor mance, but, like many others, found that many of the then-current psychological tests were insensitive. It was a natural move for him to study the effects of noise on vigilance tasks, which he did in a noise chamber that the Navy agreed to build at a disused airfield at Bourn, in the countryside outside Cambridge. Such experiments were boring not only for the naval ratings being tested but for the experimenter; each subject required a week of testing. Fortunately Broadbent was given another task by Mackworth that allowed much quicker experiments on problems of gunnery and air-traffic control systems, in which listeners char acteristically are confronted with a multitude of signals arriving more or less simultaneously, but can react to only a limited sub-set.
Understanding such multi-stimulus situations, largely untouched by traditional concepts, was helped by fresh developments in communication engineering and control theory, and Broadbent began to formulate models of systems that showed 'attentional' selection using the vocabulary of the new information theory. Transmission was controlled not by a partic ular stimulus in isolation, but by the range of possible stimuli in a defined set. A number of experiments were undertaken. A collaboration with Colin Cherry, Professor of Telecommunications at Imperial College, quickly became well known; it involved 'dichotic listening' experiments in which subjects had to respond to different verbal material presented simultaneously to each ear.
The concept of 'attention', a topic that had remained fallow for many years, was thus rein stated, but in informational terms. The experiments also led Broadbent into the area of short term memory, because it seemed that events in such multi-stimulus situations could be forgotten with great rapidity. What emerged was a model that postulated a limited capacity for the intake and the storage of information. Broadbent proposed that there was a selective filter device located early in the nervous system, preceded by a temporary buffer store. The filter could be tuned to fulfil certain requirements. It was natural to try to represent this as a flow chart, and he might well be the first psychologist in modem times to make such a description of cognitive functioning (figure 1). These ideas, together with summaries of experimental work, were put together in his book in 1958, Perception and Communication (Pergamon Press). It quickly became recognized as a turning point, both for the field and for Broadbent, and its influence is still patent. It was reissued by Oxford University Press in 1987 (with a handsome testimonial by M. Posner). In it was planted the germ for a fully flowering growth now widely labelled, perhaps even too widely labelled (with so many hitching rides on the wagon), as 'cognitive psychology'. Information processing analyses cast in 'box-and-arrow' flow charts became commonplace over the ensuing 35 years, and are still popular although they are perhaps now being overtaken by PDP neural network schema.
In the same year as the publication of Broadbent's first book, the Applied Psychology Unit lost its director, Norman Mackworth, who emigrated to America. The MRC displayed courageous judgment in appointing Broadbent at the relatively young age of 32 to the Directorship. This generated the inevitable jealousies by older persons who felt they had been passed over, and some of these feelings were unduly persistent and even lingered after he had retired from the APU. For Broadbent the appointment came as a considerable relief, as there were few places where 'engineering psychologists' could work, and even more urgently, he still had no tenure. The move of the APU to Chaucer Road helped to consolidate a role and an image for its work in applied problems, and was wisely and generously sup ported by the MRC. And so, by the time of Broadbent's appointment as Director, the post carried a heavy administrative burden, with a well-developed arrangement with the Royal Navy (which also supplied not only equipment but many of the 'guinea pig' subjects for the experiments); the APU was even then one of the largest psychology laboratories in Europe.
D ir e c t o r sh ip o f t h e A P U The period from 1958 to 1974 was one of consolidation and development, both in the administrative base and also of his own research. His burden was greatly eased by his acquiring, for the first time, a graduate assistant, Margaret Gregory, who had a medical degree incorporating the Cambridge psychology course. She was an active and invaluable collaborator for the rest of his career, and later became his wife in 1972. In order to maintain the breadth of practical interests, Broadbent perceived that a much wider range of interac tions with potential 'customers' was essential. R. Conrad and E.C. Poulton were appointed assistant directors. The interests of Conrad fitted in well with a profitable connexion with the post office at a time when mechanization of the mails and keyboard developments raised questions of short-term memory and efficient codes. Poulton undertook various commis sioned projects for the RAF and Army. British Rail also became a customer -a characteristic project involved Conrad in travelling on the Royal Scot from Cambridge to York to investi gate how signals were detected by the crew. It was then the stoker's responsibility to look out for the signals from one side of the locomotive, but this often involved searching for the coloured signal lights immediately after long periods of looking into the white-hot furnace while shovelling coal. And, indeed, back in the laboratory it was proved that the after-images induced by the sight of the fire did interfere with the perception of coloured signal lamps. Other projects were pursued, as with the commission for the decimalization of the currency. The building at Chaucer Road, a large house rather than a custom-built accommodation, was becoming cramped. Trailers and huts appeared in the garden, but rationalization of space, not to mention absolute quantity, remained a problem. Later the MRC took steps to increase the available space.
Broadbent devoted a very large amount of time to the promotion of psychology -particu larly applied psychology. He appeared regularly on radio and television broadcasts, arranged for well-known psychologists such as Skinner and Harlow to speak to the British Association ( 'Of course I disagreed with what they said; but I wanted them to say it'), and in general was a promoter of both applied and academic psychology. In much the same vein, in 1961 he published his book, Behaviour, for the lay public. He also helped to re-establish sound rela tionships with the Cambridge department, which had been somewhat strained ever since the forced move of the APU away from the Downing Street site in 1952.
His own research concerned the topic of attention, and foresaw the practical relevance of cognitive psychology to the imminent computer age. From a theoretical point of view, much effort was devoted to understanding the paradox that arose from the fact that stimuli are likely to receive attention based on their content or meaning, and not simply on their physical characteristics. This would seem to imply that the content of a stimulus was analysed before the decision to do so was reached. Interactions with Anne Treisman, then a lecturer at Oxford, were central to the discussion of such issues. Anne Treisman was also credited by Broadbent for urging an examination of confidence levels in vigilance experiments, and thus turned Broadbent's attention fruitfully to developments in signal detection theory as advanced by Tanner and Swets. A new synthesis, in which perceptual processing was seen as less determinate and with a greater scope for decision, was produced in a book in 1971, Decision and Stress. It revealed just how great was the expansion of experiment and theoret ical analysis since the seminal book published some 13 years earlier.
In spite of his increasing administrative burden in the late 1960s, Broadbent found time to sit on numerous committees: for the Royal Navy, the RAF, the Biological Research Board of the MRC, the SSRC and the British Association. He chaired the scientific committee for blinded British veterans and was a member of the Scientific Consultative Group of the BBC. He served as President of both the British Psychology Society and the Experimental Psychology Society. But within scientific organizations there was a cultural shift towards greater democratization. Scientists were reluctant to accept a single representative between them and MRC head office or the outside world. There were also many senior scientists who were eminently able to put their own individual proposals to the MRC and deal directly with their customers. Outstations were opened in Oxford, Sussex, and in another location in Cambridge. A great deal of time in political organization was required, and Broadbent felt increasingly weighed under -and perhaps even marginalized -in the organization he had so successfully shaped and nourished. As he ruefully remarked, his colleagues began to apolo gize when they asked to discuss a scientific point with him, but never apologized if they wanted to raise an administrative matter. 'They saw administration as my job now, on which I ought to spend time.' In 1971 he gave three years notice to the MRC of his intention to resign.
O x fo r d
The move of the Broadbents to Oxford in 1974 allowed them to concentrate much more on their own personal research. The MRC provided salaries to them as external staff, and contributed to space in the Department of Experimental Psychology. They gathered around them a team of research students and post-doctoral collaborators. Broadbent continued his work on noise, with Dylan Jones and Andrew Smith. He and his wife initiated three new lines of work, which were sustained until their retirement. One was concerned with the effects of stress in industry, especially whether different medical conditions were associated with different jobs. Dennis Gath, an Oxford University psychiatrist and colleague at Wolfson College, provided medical collaboration in this work on stress and anxiety. At the outset this study was a cross-sectional, but later a longitudinal approach was started with supermarket employees and volunteers from General Practice.
A second line, developed with Susan Gathercole, Peter Fitzgerald, and Tony Gillie, con ducted experiments to sharpen up the relationship between strategic differences in attention and memory. Finally, they pursued an interest in the control of long-range behaviour and cognitive strategies. This involved observations on people at the Henley Management College playing business games. This later developed into an extensive series of laboratory studies on implicit and explicit learning in complex systems. Much of this work was done in close collaboration with Dianne Berry. Despite Broadbent's reluctance to consider pursuing a university career -he spoke with a touch of pride that he had never held such a post -he characteristically devoted himself to academic and university life with energy and aplomb. He was, in many ways, a more active and donnish member of the University than many of its own appointees: he accepted a Fellowship at Wolfson College, chaired Faculty and sub-Faculty Boards, sat on numerous committees, helped with the University Campaign, gave both undergraduate and graduate seminars. He also continued to sit on a number of national committees. During the 1980s he chaired the SERC Image Interpretation Committee and the Joint Research Council Initiative on Cognitive Science/Human-Computer Interaction until his retirement. In fact, he not only chaired the Initiative but wrote the proposal which persuaded the ABRC to set it up. He also chaired the Advisory Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations Study Group on Operator-Plant Interface. Many committee memberships and consulting activities continued after his retirement, made even more demanding by lack of funding for secretarial help. Among these, especially noteworthy was KAUDTYE (Knowledge Acquisition and Use in Dynamic Task Environments), a research consortium funded by the Esprit programme of the European Commission. He coordinated the activities of four research groups, two from Germany, one from Belgium, and his own in Oxford. In this programme too, Dianne Berry was a close collaborator. He devoted considerable time and energy to this project, the demands exacerbated by seemingly endless wrangles with the bureaucrats in Brussels, which only finished two or three months before his death.
To mark his retirement, numerous testimonials were held. The BPS created a Broadbent Lecture, of which he gave the first. Later, the European Cognitive Psychology Society did the same. Former students held a symposium. At Oxford, senior workers from both sides of the Atlantic gathered for a Festschrift meeting in September 1991, subsequently published in 1993 (Attention: Selection, Awareness, and Control) .2 It was noteworthy that not a single invitee declined to participate, although one contributor could not make it over from Canada for the meeting itself. The breadth of the contributions is striking, from perception of objects and features, to visual search, to musical performance, to working memory, to practised skills in old age, to implicit learning, to viral illnesses, to individual differences in person ality, to brain mechanisms of attention, and to conscious awareness. In all these diverse domains each contributor made clear his or her debt to Donald Broadbent. Diverse they were in name only: for Broadbent they had a unity derived from his intellectual approach. Tragically, he died before the book itself was published, but he attended and participated in the symposium, and was in no doubt about the esteem with which he was held throughout the world.
A c h ie v e m e n t s a n d p e r s o n a l it y It will be clear from this account just how great his contribution was by the injection of a 'paradigm shift' into both academic and applied psychology. The information-processing approach changed and permeated the wide reaches of both domains. There were a number of spin-offs, e.g. with biological approaches to the subject, because neuropsychology and physi ology focused on possible links between brain function/dysfunction with information flow diagrams. Psychology has always had its diagram-makers and model-builders, but informa tion flow diagrams were novel, pervasive, and enduring to a degree never reached before. Today, flow diagrams perhaps are being overtaken somewhat by neural-network diagrams and parallel-processing models, but they are placed side by side with information-processing accounts as what it is that is required to be explained. The fact that information-processing approaches refer to hypothetical internal mechanisms, without specifying the actual brain structures, has also given encouragement to some who consider that they can ignore the actual biology as mere examples of 'hardware', which could be potentially instantiated in a number of ways that are thought to be irrelevant to logical structure, i.e. 'software'. Such a self-imposed (and, in my view, mistaken) agnosia was never embraced by Broadbent him self. He did not venture himself into physiology or the study of real brain systems, but he collaborated in editing volumes in which they were very much the focus, one of them being a Royal Society Discussion Meeting on neuropsychology.
Indeed, the breadth of his interest was such that he excluded absolutely nothing as a proper subject for study, provided it was soundly based on empirical observation. He gave encouragement from his prestigious position to groups and areas of research from which others sometimes shied away in academic psychology, such as personality research, aptitude assessment, the study of mood and emotional assessment. He deeply impressed colleagues as a perspicacious role model. One former colleague (John Duncan, of the APU) remembers when, having jointly examined a D.Phil. thesis with Broadbent, it was found that Duncan had signed the examiner's form 'John Broadbent'. (This was only discovered when the Examinations Board became suspicious about both examiners having the same surname.) Paradoxically, although he was adamant about his credentials and commitment to applied psychology, his own contribution to psychology may well be considered that of a theoreti cian, or at least a paradigm-maker. His own particular way of looking at short-term memory and attention, among other areas, provided a general theoretical framework and perspective that are likely to be more enduring than the details of his own often-complex empirical observations. Indeed, he was perhaps not so much a dedicated hands-on experimenter or dis coverer of new empirical phenomena -it is not easy to think of a novel and sweeping 'Broadbent effect' -as he was a brilliant analyst, synthesizer and paradigmist. He forcefully advanced the view, and taught his students, that one had to test alternative interpretations, and not just whether a particular hypothesis was supported or not. At the same time, contin uing in Bartlett's own mode, he was scathingly critical of those who started from theory alone without proper empirical underpinnings. He gave a forceful and memorable public lec ture chastising Chomsky and his followers for doing just that, and today the emerging details in the study of developmental language acquisition might have been further advanced if more had listened to Broadbent. Data were his friend; he enjoyed looking at and understanding them.
Personally, he was something of a contrast with the all-embracing nature of his intellec tual interests. He was a very private person, inscrutable in his personal interactions with col leagues. A former colleague from the APU said that Broadbent had once told him that he really wished he could engage in small talk, but he did not know how. He had a puritanical streak, acknowledged and attributed by him to the rigours of his Welsh childhood, which made his judgement about ethical issues invaluable, sound and trusted. He was economical seemingly to the point of denial. Many were puzzled by his commitment to camping holidays even at a very mature age. He is said to have eschewed the use of taxis if there was any pos sibility of using public transport, even on arrival after a long transatlantic flight with a neces sity to proceed to an unfamiliar final destination. He continued his solitary walks, especially in the Welsh hills -where, fittingly, his ashes were ultimately scattered. His usual mode of local transport was bicycle or motor-bike, for which he confessed a strong attraction. His seriousness about moral matters no doubt made it more painful for him when he was led to renouncing his Christian faith, which was deeply and strongly held well into middle age, although he continued to search for alternatives. Unquestionably, one event, among others, that led to this renunciation was the death of his daughter, Liz, as an innocent victim of an road accident in October 1979.
One feature of his personality that was commented upon by all his colleagues and all his students was his generosity. Broadbent was never too busy to speak, listen or to write to anyone. He rarely volunteered advice: he listened or read, and then devoted himself to a full and serious answer. He rarely, if ever, put anyone down. At most, he would sometimes pro duce only a quizzical expression and a muted chuckle. At his memorial service at Wolfson College, Oxford, Donald's step-daughter, Romilly, read a poem that conveys something of the mixed strains in his personality:
